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ABSTRACT For fifth-generation wireless communication systems, network slicing has emerged as a key
concept to meet the diverse requirements of various use cases. By slicing an infrastructure network into
multiple dedicated logical networks, wireless networks can support a wide range of services. However, how
to fast deploy the end-to-end slices is the main issue in amulti-domain wireless network infrastructure. In this
paper, a mathematical model is used to construct network slice requests and map them to the infrastructure
network. The mapping process consists of two steps: the placement of virtual network functions and the
selection of link paths chaining them. To efficiently utilize the limited physical resources, we pay attention
to the service-oriented deployment by offering different deployment policies for three typical slices: eMBB
slices, mMTC slices, and uRLLC slices. Furthermore, we adopt complex network theory to obtain the
topological information of slices and infrastructure network. With the topological information, we define
a node importance metric to rank the nodes in node mapping. To evaluate the performance of deployment
policy we proposed, extensive simulations have been conducted. The results have shown that our algorithm
performed better in terms of resource efficiency and acceptance ratio. In addition, the average execute time
of our algorithm is in a linear growth with the increase of infrastructure network size.

INDEX TERMS 5G, network slicing, complex network theory, service-oriented deployment, end-to-end
slices.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the explosive growth of mobile data traffic, the mas-
sive terminal connection and the rise of various kinds of
new applications, future wireless network needs to be agile,
programmable and open. Moreover, fifth-generation (5G)
networks are nowadays expected to satisfy different require-
ments of numerous new services and support vertical mar-
kets such as automotive, energy, food and agriculture,
healthcare, etc [1]. A wide range of verticals with diverse
requirements spur 5G networks to be flexible, scalable,
manageable, customized, and allow multi-tenancy and multi-
service support [2]. In order to realize the above vision,
network slicing (NS) has been proposed as a concept for
slicing a common underlying physical network into multi-
ple end-to-end (E2E) logical networks which are mutually

isolated, managed independently and created on demand [3].
In NS based 5G system, resources of multi-domain infras-
tructure network can be efficiently allocated to multiple net-
work slices according to the requirements of use cases [4].
As shown in the Fig. 1, NS aims to logically separate the set of
virtual network functions (VNFs) within the physical infras-
tructure to build dedicated and customized logical networks.
The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) [5]
has identified three broad use case families: enhanced
mobile broadband (eMBB), massive machine-type commu-
nications (mMTC), and ultra-reliable and low-latency com-
munication (uRLLC).

Although the concept of NS is still nascent, the poten-
tial technologies for achieving it, software-defined network-
ing (SDN) and network functions virtualization (NFV), have
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FIGURE 1. 5G network slicing architecture.

many mature researches with concrete solutions and readily
available platforms. SDN architecture is an appropriate tech-
nology for the configuration and control of the forwarding
planes of the underlying resources, while NFV can manage
the life cycle of network slices and orchestrate VNFs effi-
ciently. Actually, Ordonez-Lucena et al. [6] have presented a
deployment example of NS by integrating SDN and NFV. [7]
first propose an E2E 5G system framework and illustrate the
techniques in the radio access network and the core network.
However, as far as we know, few researches have provided
efficient and practical deployment policies for E2E slices in
wireless networks, and the technology development on NS is
mostly focused on slicing the core network.

Reference [8] defines that network slices are chains
of VNFs and logical/physical resources meeting the ser-
vice requirements. Therefore, the realization of NS in
essence is the deployment and orchestration of VNFs, and
there are plentiful related researches on VNF placement.
References [9], [10] propose the algorithms of VNFs place-
ment, which only for a single type of VNF chain request
without considering diverse service requirements. Besides,
the mapping from slices to the infrastructure networks is
a typical virtual network embedding (VNE) problem [11].
As these two problems have been studied maturely in recent
years, deployment of VNFs brings several advantages in
terms of the resource utilization and cost saving. Currently,
little works in existing literature have been done on the
deployment of E2E network slices although it is necessary
for the realization of NS. On one hand, E2E slices need
to be instantiated rapidly and should support cross-domain
deployment. On the other hand, the resources of infrastruc-
ture network need to be allocated dynamically in order to
support a diverse set of use cases. Owing that different use
case families have different demands on the multi-domain
resources, NS deployment should be service-oriented. The
above-mentioned two respects raise extreme challenges for
NS deployment in wireless communication systems.

In order to address these challenges, we propose a service-
oriented deployment policy of E2E network slicing based on
complex network (CN) theory. CN theory aims at analyzing
topological characteristics and predict dynamical behaviors
of networked system [12]. Empirical studies have demon-
strated that many real-life communication networks exhibit
small-world and scale-free topological properties [13], [14].
Moreover, [15] demonstrates that wireless networks are
scale-free with a proper algorithm. Using CN theory analyze
the impact of topology on E2E NS deployment is reasonable
and reliable. The contributions of this work can be concluded
as following:

(1) A mathematical model is created to describe E2E NS
deployment. The mathematical model consists of infrastruc-
ture network model, network slice request (NSR) model and
slice deployment model. These models are through three
domains: access network, transport network and core net-
work.

(2) For meeting different service requirements, three ded-
icated deployment policies are provided for three use case
families respectively. By analyzing different features of
three use cases, three service-oriented deployment algorithms
and three optimization objectives are used for eMBB slice,
mMTC slice and uRLLC slice accordingly.

(3) In order to improve the utilization of underlying
resource and increase revenues of service providers, the topo-
logical properties of infrastructure are analyzed based on CN
theory. The topological properties network are combinedwith
the local resources of nodes in the deployment of NS.

(4) Extensive simulations are carried out to evaluate
the performance of our service-oriented deployment policy.
The results show that our deployent policy performs better
in terms of resource efficiency and acceptance ratio, and
requires less time to execute.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II we discuss the related work. Infrastructure net-
workModel, NSRmodel and slice deploymentmodel are pre-
sented in Section III. Section IV introduces the details of three
deployment algorithms based on CN theory. In Section V,
we present the simulation results and analyses. Finally,
Section VI draws the conclusions of the paper.

II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly introduce the structural character-
istics in CN theory which are useful enablers for the purpose
of obtaining the topological information. We also give a
short summary of works in E2E network slicing for 5G net-
works. In addition, we review some existing works on VNF
placement and VNE problem, showing their contribution to
deployment of NS.

A. CN THEORY
According to the analysis of many real-world networks,
several topological properties have been proposed to cap-
ture structural characteristics of various networks in the past
decades. For instance,
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1) DEGREE
The degree of a node measures the number of edges that
connect to it, which reflects the level of influence. The node
degree can be formulated as

di =
∑
j∈N

δij. (1)

The parameter δij takes the value 1 if node i and node j are
directly connected, otherwise it takes the value 0.

2) BETWEENNESS CENTRALITY
The betweenness centrality quantifies how much a node is
found between the path linking other pair of nodes. The
betweenness centrality is defined as the fraction of shortest
paths between any pair of nodes that travel through the node,
which can be denoted by

bi =
∑
s6=i 6=t

σst (i)
σst

. (2)

In this equation, σst is the total number of shortest paths from
node s to node t and σst (i) is the number of those paths that
pass through node i.

B. E2E NETWORK SLICING
The concept of network slicing has captured many
attentions. Many researches focus on radio resource virtu-
alization [16], [17], management and orchestration of net-
work functions [18], [19], mapping of service and service
description [16]. Since NS allows operators to customize
networks according to various service demands, both industry
and academia introduce many realization models of NS.
Although NS has been implemented in fixed network, E2E
NS of the mobile network still lags behind. There is still
lacking efficient deployment and management of E2E slices.
Zhou et al. [20] illustrate NS as a service (NSaaS) and intro-
duce the business model of NSaaS. Reference [21] introduces
PERMIT slice orchestration system which is first to consider
E2E slicing.

C. VNF PLACEMENT
Recently, with the rise of NFV concept [22], [23] and open-
source platform, such as OPNFV [24], OpenMANO [25]
and OpenBATON [26], there are significant efforts to VNF
management and orchestration [9]. In order to dynamically
allocate virtualization resources to VNFs, there are also
many algorithms for the deployment of the service function
chain (SFC). These algorithms [27], [28] provide solutions
to optimize VNF placement problem. Clayman et al. [29]
describe an architecture based on a distributed orches-
trator which enables automated placement of virtual ele-
ments. Similar with the dynamic VNF placement algorithm,
Ghaznavi et al. [30] introduce Elastic Virtual Network Func-
tion Placement (EVNFP) problem and present a model for
minimizing operational costs in providing VNF services. Tar-
geting to achieve optimal resource utilization of infrastructure

resources, these works do not consider the characteristics
of infrastructure network, and ignore the investigation of
the placement algorithm matching the resource demands of
providers.

D. VIRTUAL NETWORK EMBEDDING
The topic of VNE problem has received significant attention
of many researchers, and the amount of literature on VNE
topic is considerable. Fischer et al. [31] provide a compre-
hensive survey on VNE algorithms. Dealing with the virtual
resources allocation both in nodes and links, VNE can be
divided in two sub-problems: Virtual NodeMapping (VNoM)
and Virtual Link Mapping (VLiM). Solving VNoM and
VLiM in an isolated way or a coordinated way divides VNE
methods into uncoordinated VNE method and coordinated
VNE method. The example of uncoordinated VNE method
was proposed in [32] while coordination of VNE was first
achieved in [33]. In addition, M. Chowdhury et al. introduce
ViNEYard [34] for single domain and PolyViNE [35] for
multi-domain VNE. Considering that network slices are the
chains of VNFs, the large number of VNE methods provide
some valuable algorithms that can be used in deployment of
network slices.

III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF NETWORK SLICING
In this section, we describe the mathematical model of net-
work slicing including infrastructure network model, net-
work slice request (NSR) model and slice deployment
model.

A. INFRASTRUCTURE NETWORK MODEL
The deployment of NS requires topological information
of infrastructure network including the structural charac-
teristics of physical nodes (e.g. base stations (BS), optical
switches (OS), core nodes (CN)). The infrastructure network
can be abstracted as undirected weighted graph, which can
be denoted as GI = (NI ,EI ,CI ,BI ). Similar to some previ-
ous literatures, we only take into consideration the capacity
of nodes and bandwidth of links. NI stands for the set of
physical nodes, which can be partitioned into the set of base
stations NBS

I , the set of optical switches NOS
I and the set of

core nodes NCN
I , NI = NBS

I ∪ N
OS
I ∪ N

CN
I . EI stands for the

set of physical links including the wireless wave links EwlI
and wired optical links EolI , EI = EwlI ∪ E

ol
I .

EwlI =
⋃

nBSI ∈N
BS
I

EwlI
(
nBSI

)
(3)

where EwlI
(
nBSI

)
is the subset of wireless link ewlI responsible

of connecting nBSI and other nodes. CI stands for the capac-
ity of physical nodes, which includes BS wireless channel
capacity CBS

I and computing resource of core cloud CCN
I ,

CI = CBS
I ∪C

CN
I . BI stands for the bandwidth set of physical

links, including the available bandwidth set of wireless wave
links BwlI and wired optical links BolI , BI = BwlI ∪ B

ol
I .
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B. NETWORK SLICE REQUEST MODEL
In our model, the set of NSRs consists of three types of slices
for three use case families, which can be denoted by RNS ,
RNS = Re ∪ Rm ∪ Ru. Re represents eMBB slice, Rm rep-
resents mMTC slice and Ru represents uRLLC slice. Each
request is regarded as GR = (NR,ER,CR,BR,TR) where
NR represents nodes of network slice, ER represents links,
CR denotes capacity, BR denotes bandwidth and TR is the
duration of the NSR remaining in the infrastructure network.
Thus, GRe =

(
NRe ,ERe ,CRe ,BRe ,TRe

)
is for request Re, and

similarlyGRm andGRu is for requests Rm and Ru respectively.

FIGURE 2. The schematic diagram of deploying NSRs.

C. SLICE DEPLOYMENT MODEL
Slice deployment is a process in which nodes of slice requests
are mapped onto substrate nodes and links are mapped onto
substrate paths on the premise of meeting service demands of
slices. The mapping process consists of two stages, the node
mapping and the link mapping. The schematic diagram of
deployingNSRs is demonstrated in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 2,
VNFs of eMBB slice are mapped in nodes B1,C1,D3 and
the links chaining VNFs are mapped in path B1 → B2 →
C1 → C3 → D3. Similarly, VNFs of uRLLC slice are
mapped in nodes A3,C2,D2 and the links chaining VNFs are
mapped in path A3 → A4 → C2 → C4 → D2. A node
of NSR can only be mapped on a node of infrastructure
network, and a node of infrastructure network can only host
a node from the same of NSR. Below, there is a summary of
parameters and variables that are used for the formulation of
the mathematical model and the introduction of the decision
variables:

1) PARAMETERS
• CCN

I

(
nCNI

)
: Computing resource of core node nCNI ,

nCNI ∈ N
CN
I ,

∑
nCNI ∈N

CN
I

CCN
I

(
nCNI

)
= CCN

I ;

• CCN
R

(
nCNR

)
: Computing resource requirement of the vir-

tual core node nCNR ∈ N
CN
R ;

• BwlR
(
ewlR
)
: Bandwidth requirement of the virtual wireless

link ewlR ∈ E
wl
R ;

• BolR
(
eolR
)
: Bandwidth requirement of the virtual optical

link eolR ∈ E
ol
R .

2) VARIABLES
• Cwl

I

(
ewlI
)
: Channel capacity of the wireless link ewlI ,

ewlI ∈ E
wl
I ;

• BwlI
(
ewlI
)
: Bandwidth assigned to the wireless link ewlI ;

• µnBSR ,n
BS
I
: Binary variable, if nBSR of GR is mapped to nBSI

of GI , µnBSR ,nBSI = 1; Otherwise, µnBSR ,nBSI = 0;

• µnOSR ,nOSI
: Binary variable, if nOSR ofGR is mapped to nOSI

of GI , µnOSR ,nOSI
= 1; Otherwise, µnOSR ,nOSI

= 0;

• µnCNR ,nCNI
: Binary variable, if nCNR of GR is mapped to

nCNI of GI , µnCNR ,nCNI
= 1; Otherwise, µnCNR ,nCNI

= 0;

• νewlR ,e
wl
I
: Binary variable, if a virtual link ewlI of GR

traverse the physical wireless link ewlI , νewlR ,ewlI = 1;

Otherwise, ewlI , νewlR ,ewlI = 0;

• νeolR ,e
ol
I
: Binary variable, if a virtual link eolI of GR tra-

verse the physical optical link eolI , νeolR ,eolI = 1; Other-

wise, eolI , νeolR ,eolI = 0;

• ξnBSR ,e
wl
I
Binary variable, if nBSR of GR is served by ewlI ∈

EwlI
(
nBSR

)
, ξnBSR ,ewlI = 1; Otherwise, ξnBSR ,ewlI = 0;

IV. DEPLOYMENT POLICY OF NS BASED ON CN
The main objective of deployment process is minimizing
the deployment cost on the premise of meeting NS require-
ments. In addition to the main objective, three types of slices
have their peculiar objectives because of different service
demands. Besides, we propose an VNFs placement algorithm
based on CN theory which was used to analyze the topologi-
cal properties of nodes in the underlying network.

A. MAPPING ALGORITHM
1) PLACING VNFS
Placing VNFs means to select the physical nodes of substrate
network as host for the virtual nodes of NSRs under the
condition of satisfying the capacity requirements. According
to the literatures of VNE problem, the local resources for
nodes are measured by

NR (i) = C (i) ·
∑
l∈s(i)

BW (l) (4)

where C (i) represents the capacity of node i, s (i) represents
the set of links that directly connected to the node i, BW (l)
represents the current available bandwidth of link l. The main
shortcoming of this measurement is ignoring the topological
characteristics of nodes. Hence, we combine the degree and
betweenness centrality of nodes to measure node importance
in the step of placing VNFs.

First, the degree and betweenness centrality of nodes are
normalized. Considering that the degree of node is not exceed
N−1 when the total number of nodes is N , the normalization
of the degree can be expressed by

d ′i =
di

N − 1
. (5)
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Similarly, the betweenness centrality of node can be normal-
ized by using

b′i =
2bi

(N − 1) (N − 2)
(6)

because the maximum of bi is (N − 1) (N − 2)/2. In the
case of reaching maximum, each node pair of the network
has at least one shortest path that travel through the node.
Based on these normalized metrics of nodes, the weighting
parameters of node i can be given by d ′i+b′i

2 . Therefore,
combining the local resource and weighting of each node,
the node importance of i can be given by

NI (i) = NR (i)×
(
d ′i+b′i

2

)
. (7)

According to the node importance, we use graphical
breadth-first-search (BFS) algorithm to sort nodes, and map
the virtual nodes to physical nodes based on BFS. The sorting
algorithm of virtual nodes are listed in Algorithm 1. Based on
the sorting algorithm, the node mapping algorithm is intro-
duced in Algorithm 2. The node degree describes the number
of its neighborhood nodes and node betweenness centrality
describes the importance of a node with respect to the shortest
path. Nodes with higher degree and betweenness centrality
mean that they are frequently used and many shortest paths
pass through them. Hence, with BFS algorithm, giving prior-
ity to the nodes with higher node importance will reduce link
resources usage in the infrastructure network.

Algorithm 1 The Sorting Algorithm for Virtual Nodes
in NSRs
Input: NR: the set of virtual nodes in NSR
Output: N ′R: the sequence of sorted virtual nodes
1: Calculating NI value of each virtual node.
2: Sorting the virtual nodes by NI value in non-increasing

order.
3: Selecting the virtual node with highest NI value as R.
4: Using R as the root node, traverse the graph of NSR using

BFS algorithm, and get the BFS tree T .
5: Sorting the virtual nodes in each layer of T according to
NI value in non-increasing order.

6: Return N ′R.

2) CHAINING VNFS
The procedure of creating paths that interconnect the VNFs
placed nodes would be achieved on the basis of k-shortest
paths (KSP) algorithm. KSP algorithm is used to select suit-
able physical paths in the premise of satisfying the bandwidth
resource requirements. After removing the link paths that do
not satisfy the requirements, Floyd algorithm is used to calcu-
late the shortest path. More details are shown in Algorithm 3.

B. OBJECTIVES OF THREE TYPES OF SLICES
In this section, we introduce the objectives of NSRs deploy-
ment problem. No matter which kind of slice is required,

Algorithm 2 The Node Mapping Algorithm Based on BFS
Input: RNS : the arrived NSR
Output: Mnode: the results of node mapping
1: Sort virtual nodes with Algorithm 1.
2: Sort physical nodes according to their NI values in non-

increasing order.
3: for each virtual node do
4: if it is root R then
5: it is mapped into the physical node with the great-

est value of NI .
6: else
7: find the parent node P of it.
8: find the mapped physical node I for P.
9: find the neighbor nodes of I as the candidate

physical nodes C .
10: choose one of C which owns the greatest value of

NI in the premise of satisfying the capacity requirements.
11: end if
12: return Mnode.
13: end for

Algorithm 3 The Link Mapping Algorithm Based on KSP
Input: RNS : the arrived NSR
Output: Mlink : the results of link mapping
1: Sort the virtual links according to bandwidth in non-

increasing order.
2: for each virtual link l. do
3: calculate the bandwidth requirement BW (l).
4: remove the physical links that can not meet the band-

width requirement.
5: according to Mnode, find the mapped physical nodes

of l.
6: find the physical shortest path between these two

physical nodes by using Floyd algorithm.
7: return Mlink .
8: end for

the ultimate goal is to take advantage of infrastructure
resources efficiently. Hence, the main objective can be
expressed by

min

 ∑
nR∈NR

CR (nR) · µnR,nI+
∑
eR∈ER

BR (eR) · νeR,eI

 . (8)

Furthermore, the objectives of different kinds of slices are
also determined by their service demands. These objectives
are listed below.

1) EMBB SLICE
The eMBB usage scenario covers a range of cases, including
wide-area coverage and hotspot. For the hotspot case, i.e. for
an area with high user density, very high traffic capacity is
needed, while the requirement for mobility is low and user
data rate is higher. This kind of slice does not require strict
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delay and plentiful resources. Hence, the deployment objec-
tive of eMBB slices should be maximizing the remaining
resources of physical nodes, which can be represented by

max

∑
nI∈NI

CI (nI )−
∑
nR∈NR

CR (nR) · µnR,nI

 (9)

2) MMTC SLICE
The mMTC usage scenario is characterized by a very large
number of connected devices typically transmitting a rela-
tively low volume of non-delay sensitive data. This use case
has plenty of connections, which results in the requirement of
high computing resources and low congestion rate. Therefore,
the deployment objective should be minimizing the usage of
bandwidth on physical links. In other words, the remaining
bandwidth on physical links should be maximized. Thus,
the deployment objective of mMTC slice can be denoted as

max

∑
eI∈EI

BI (eI )−
∑
eR∈ER

BR (eR) · νeR,eI

 (10)

3) URLLC SLICE
The uRLLC usage scenario has stringent requirements for
capabilities such as throughput, latency and availability.
Some examples include wireless control of industrial manu-
facturing, remote medical surgery, transportation safety, etc.
The QoS guarantee of this use case is low latency, which
causes that the deployment objective should be minimizing
the delay of slices. We transfer delay time into the number
of hops, so minimizing the delay means minimizing each
physical path length. Hence, deployment objective of uRLLC
slices is

min
∑

ewlR ∈E
wl
R

νewlR ,e
wl
I
+

∑
eolR ∈E

ol
R

νeolR ,e
ol
I

(11)

These objectives are subject to∑
nBSR ∈N

BS
R

µnBSR ,n
BS
I
= 1, ∀nBSI ∈ N

BS
I (12)

∑
nBSI ∈N

BS
I

µnBSR ,n
BS
I
≤ 1, ∀nBSR ∈ N

BS
R (13)

Eq. 12 ensures that each virtual BS only should be mapped
to a physical BS. Eq. 13 ensures that each physical BS only
should undertake a virtual BS for each NSR.∑

ewlI ∈E
wl
I

BwlI
(
ewlI
)
≤ BwlI (14)

∑
ewlI ∈E

wl
I

(
nBSI

)Cwl
I

(
ewlI
)
≤ CBS

I

(
nBSI

)
, ∀nBSR ∈ N

BS
R (15)

∑
nBSR ∈N

BS
R

µnBSR ,n
BS
I
· CBS

R

(
nBSR

)
≤ CBS

I

(
nBSI

)
, ∀nBSI ∈N

BS
I

(16)

∑
nBSI ∈N

BS
I

∑
ewlI ∈E

wl
I

(
nBSI
)µnBSR ,nBSI · ξnBSR ,ewlI ·Cwl

I

(
ewlI
)

≥ CBS
R

(
nBSR
)
, ∀nBSR ∈ N

BS
R (17)

Eq. 14 ensures that the bandwidth occupied by all the wireless
channels should not exceed the total available bandwidth BwlI
for each BS. Eq. 15 ensures that the channel capacity sum
of wireless links in each BS should not exceed capacity of
this BS allocated by the control plane. Eq. 16 ensures that
the capacity sum of all virtual BS undertaken in this BS
should not exceed its allocated capacity. Eq. 17 ensures that
the allocated capacity for each virtual BS should not be less
than its capacity requirement.∑

nOSR ∈N
OS
R

µnOSR ,nOSI
= 1, ∀nOSI ∈ N

OS
I (18)

∑
nOSI ∈N

OS
I

µnOSR ,nOSI
≤ 1, ∀nOSR ∈ N

OS
R (19)

Eq. 18 ensures that each virtual OS only should be mapped
to a physical OS. Eq. 19 ensures that each physical OS only
can undertake a virtual OS for each NSR.∑

nCNR ∈N
CN
R

µnCNR ,nCNI
= 1, ∀nCNI ∈ N

CN
I (20)

∑
nCNI ∈N

CN
I

µnCNR ,nCNI
≤ 1, ∀nCNR ∈ N

CN
R (21)

∑
nCNR ∈N

CN
R

µnCNR ,nCNI
·CCN

R

(
nCNR

)
≤ CCN

I

(
nCNI

)
, ∀nCNI ∈N

CN
I

(22)∑
nCNI ∈N

CN
I

µnCNR ,nCNI
·CCN

I

(
nCNI

)
≥CCN

R

(
nCNR

)
, ∀nCNR ∈N

CN
R

(23)

Eq. 20 ensures that each virtual CN only should be mapped to
a physical CN. Eq. 21 ensures that each physical CN only can
undertake a virtual CN for each NSR. Eq. 22 ensures that the
computing resource of each physical CN can satisfy the total
requirement of all virtual CNs mapped in it. Eq. 23 ensures
that the computing resource of selected CN should not be less
than the computing resource requirement of virtual CNs.

C. DEPLOYMENT STRATEGIES OF THREE TYPES OF SLICES
As a functional block in the management framework of 5G
network slicing [36], the deployment strategies we proposed
are conducted under the assumption that the arrived NSR has
been identified as one of those three types. In our proposed
deployment policy of NS, we give three different strate-
gies to three types of slices. After the arriving of NSRs,
these requests are classified, then implemented by different
mapping algorithms respectively. Meanwhile, the resource
efficiency (RE) and acceptance ratio (AR) of NSRs are cal-
culated. Resource efficiency is defined as the revenues and
cost ratio. The achieved revenues of accepting a NSR by the
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infrastructure network can be defined as the sum of nodes
capacity and link bandwidth requirements of a NSR. And the
cost can be defined as the sum of nodes capacity and link
bandwidth resources of the infrastructure network. Hence,
the resource efficiency can be formulated as follows:

RE =

∑
n∈NR

CR (n)+
∑
l∈ER

BR (l)∑
n∈NR

CR (n)+
∑
l∈ER

BR (l)× hop (l)
(24)

Where CR (n) represents the capacity of node n and BR (l)
represents the bandwidth of link l, hop (l) represents the map-
ping path length of link l. Furthermore, acceptance ratio is the
ratio of the number of NSRs which have been successfully
mapped and the total number. Hence, it can be formulated as

AR =

∑T
t=0 NUMacc∑T
t=0 NUMarr

(25)

In the above formula, NUMacc represents the number of
NSRs that have been accepted while NUMarr denotes the
number of NSRs that have been arrived. Details are presented
in Algorithm 4. For the deployment of NSRs, we consider
two conditions which are the static deployment and dynamic
deployment. The former means that slices are permanent
once they are deployed successfully. However, in the latter
condition, NSRs have life time and the resource allocated to
NSRs will be recycled at the end of life time. For dynamic
deployment, step 2 in Algorithm 4 will check if there are any
NSRs which need to be recycled and calculate the resources
after the recycle of NSRs. However, for static deployment,
there are no any NSRs which need to be recycled during the
deployment of the sequence of NSRs.

Algorithm 4 The NSRs Implementation Algorithm
Input: GI = (NI ,EI ,CI ,BI ) and RNS = Re ∪ Rm ∪ Ru
Output: AR, RE , Mnode and Mlink
1: while RNS 6= ∅ do
2: Calculating the resources of infrastructure net-

work GI .
3: if NSR is eMBB slice Re then
4: deploy it using Algorithm 5.
5: else if NSR is mMTC slice Rm then
6: deploy it using Algorithm 6.
7: else
8: deploy it using Algorithm 7.
9: end if
10: if Mnode and Mlink are not null then
11: update the resources of infrastructure

network GI .
12: calculating resource efficiency RE .
13: else if Mnode and Mlink are null then
14: calculating acceptance ratio AR.
15: end if
16: end while

1) ALGORITHM A FOR EMBB SLICE
In the deployment algorithm for eMBB slice, the virtual BSs
are first sorted and mapped according to the node mapping
algorithm (Algorithm 2). After mapping the virtual BSs,
the virtual CNs are mapped similarly considering the com-
puting resource requirements. Then, the mapping of virtual
OSs are finished when searching the shortest paths between
each BS-CN pair. Finally, the virtual links are mapped with
the link mapping algorithm (Algorithm 3). Details are shown
in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 Deployment Algorithm A for eMBB Slice
Input: GI and Re
Output: Mnode and Mlink
1: sort the virtual nodes by Algorithm 1.
2: do node mapping of BSs by Algorithm 2.
3: do node mapping of CNs by Algorithm 2.
4: do link mapping by Algorithm 3.
5: do node mapping of OSs according to the link mapping.
6: return the mapping results.

2) ALGORITHM B FOR MMTC SLICE
In the deployment algorithm for mMTC slice, the virtual CNs
are mapped firstly. Next, take these CNs as the source end-
points and find out the candidate BSs as the target endpoints.
Then, we select the shortest path from the set of candidate
paths between CN and candidate BSs to map the virtual link.
Details are shown in Algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6 Deployment Algorithm B for mMTC Slice
Input: GI and Rm
Output: Mnode and Mlink
1: sort the virtual nodes by Algorithm 1.
2: do node mapping of CNs by Algorithm 2.
3: select available BSs as candidate BSs.
4: search the set of candidate paths between CN and candi-

date BSs.
5: do link mapping based on candidate paths by

Algorithm 3.
6: do node mapping of OSs according to the link mapping.
7: do node mapping of BSs.
8: return the mapping results.

3) ALGORITHM C FOR URLLC SLICE
In the deployment algorithm for uRLLC slice, we first find
out the set of candidate BS-CN pairs and search all the
possible routing paths between these candidate pairs as the
candidate path set. According to the number of virtual links
of NSR, we select the shortest paths from the set of candidate
paths to map the virtual links. Then we map the virtual BSs
and CNs into the physical endpoints of the selected paths.
Details are shown in Algorithm 7.
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Algorithm 7 Deployment Algorithm C for uRLLC Slice
Input: GI and Ru
Output: Mnode and Mlink
1: sort the virtual nodes by Algorithm 1.
2: select available BSs as candidate BSs.
3: select available CNs as candidate CNs.
4: search the set of candidate paths between candidate CN

and candidate BS.
5: do link mapping based on candidate paths by

Algorithm 3.
6: do node mapping of OSs according to the link mapping.
7: do node mapping of BSs.
8: do node mapping of CNs.
9: return the mapping results.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, the simulation environment settings and
the simulation results are discussed. The integral linear
programming (ILP) model presented in previous section
is implemented using YALMIP platform embedded in
MATLAB which integrates the commercial programming
solver CPLEX 12.7. The Algorithm 1-7 are achieved using
MATLAB 2015b and simulations are carried out on a laptop
with four 2.4GHz CPU cores and 12GB memories.

A. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT SETTINGS
In the growth of communication network, a forthcoming node
has the tendency to connect itself to the nodes with large
degrees, and the node-degree distribution follows a power-
law form. Hence, we apply the algorithms of BarabÃąsi-
Albert (BA) scale-free networks [37] to generate the topology
of NSRs and infrastructure network. The generating principle
is as follows:

• Growth: Starting from a connected network of small
size with n0 ≥ 1 nodes, introduce one new node to the
existing network each time, and this incoming new node
is connected to n existing nodes, where 1 ≤ n ≤ no.

• Preferential Attachment: The incoming new node is con-
nected to each of the n existing nodes, according to the
following probability:

∏
i=

ki∑Nc
j=1 kj

, where Nc denotes

the total number of current existing nodes and ki is the
degree of node i.

Obviously, after t steps of adding new nodes, the BA network
will have N = n0 + t nodes. Fig. 3 illustrates the growing
process of a BA scale-free network.

The specific parameter settings are shown in Table.1.
We assume that the total number of physical nodes in infras-
tructure network can be N = 100, 200, 300. These nodes
are divided into three sets: BS nodes, OS nodes and CN
nodes. For the static deployment, the sequences of NSRs
consist of three different types of slices and the numbers of
eMBB slices, mMTC slices and uRLLC slices are randomly
decided. For dynamic deployment, the difference is that the

FIGURE 3. The generative process of BA scale-free network.

TABLE 1. The settings of parameters.

time duration of slice is ranged from 15 units to 45 units and
the arrive time of each NSR is between 1 and 50.

B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We use the resource efficiency and accptance ratio which
were introduced in the previous section to evaluate the per-
formance of the NSRs implementation algorithm. As only
a few deployment algorithm of E2E slices can be found
in current literatures, our deployment algorithms are com-
pared with a simulated annealing (SA) [38] based approach,
the VNE algorithm LAVA [39] and the VNF placement algo-
rithm GLL [40]. The SA-based approach here is similar with
SA-based middel box placement algorithm in [27]. LAVA
is a service-oriented substrate resource slicing strategy, and
GLL is a greedy algorithm which is based on functions
being mapped to the node with highest available capacity.
Moreover, we analyze the execution time of three different
deployment strategies while the number of NSRs increases.
To eliminate the randomicity and improve the accuracy,
the simulations have been operated 50 times independently
and took the average.

1) RESOURCE EFFICIENCY
In Fig. 4, we compare the RE results of eMBB slice,
mMTC slice, and uRLLC slice sequences respectively. Each
sequence of NSRs contains a single type of slices under the
condition of static deployment. We calculate the results at
N = 300 to guarantee sufficient physical resource. It can be
seen that RE gradually decreases along with the increasing of
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FIGURE 4. Resource efficiency of different types of slices. (a) eMBB slices. (b) mMTC slices. (c) uRLLC slices.

FIGURE 5. Acceptance ratio of different deployment algorithms. (a) Static deployment. (b) Dynamic deployment.

the number of NSRs. The main reason is that the bigger the
number of NSRs, the longer the average mapping path length
and the more link bandwidth resources are consumed. The
results show that NSRs implementation algorithm and LAVA
perform better than two heuristic algorithms, SA-based and
GLL. Thus, it can be concluded that service-oriented resource
slicing approach can improve the efficiency of resource using.
Since we have improved the node’s ranking method with the
topological characteristics based on CN theory, our algorithm
performs even better than LAVA. In addition, we can see that
the RE of uRLLC slices is highest compared to mMTC slices
and eMBB slices. This is due to the fact that the average
mapping path length of links in the sequence of uRLLC slices
is lowest, which is the result of the deployment objective of
uRLLC slices.

2) ACCEPTANCE RATIO
According to equation Eq. 22, the AR is proportional to
the number of successfully deployed slices. We analyze the
relationship between the number of NSRs and the AR in the
condition of static deployment. Furthermore, we calculate the
AR when the time duration of each NSR is changed in the
condition of dynamic deployment. The AR results of these

two conditions are plotted respectively in Fig. 5. As illustrated
in Fig. 5(a), the AR of four algorithms decrease gradually
with the increasing number of NSRs and time duration of
each NSR. And the AR of our algorithm is higher than others
when the number of NSRs is lower than 28 approximately.
However the AR of our algorithm is lower than SA-based
algorithm when the number of NSRs is more than 28. That is
because, our algorithm focuses on increasing the RE and pro-
vide different objectives for three types of slices. This more
strict deployment policy leads to lower AR when the number
of NSRs is higher. It also can be observed that the AR of GLL
is higher than LAVA. The reason is that LAVA allocates the
substrate resources according to the service class, which is
more strict than GLL. In Fig. 5(b), the infrastructure network
recycles resources with the ending of slices, which causes
more available resources. Hence, the number of NSRs that are
accepted successfully is higher than static deployment. When
the time duration is long, the resources are not frequently
updated and it causes the decreasing of AR.

3) EXECUTION TIME
To evaluate the execution time, we use the proposed algo-
rithms and SA-based approach to deploy three types of slices
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FIGURE 6. Execution time performance of different deployment algorithms. (a) Algorithm A for eMBB slices. (b) Algorithm B for mMTC slices.
(c) Algorithm C for uRLLC slices.

seperately in the condition of static deployment. In Fig. 6,
with the increasing number of slices, both average execution
time of our algorithms and SA-based algorithm increase.
And the SA-based algorithm takes much more time than
the proposed algorithm for three types of slices. It can also
be noticed that average execution time of our algorithm is
different for three types of slices. For eMBB slices, it requires
quite less time and the execution time for uRLLC slices is
highest. That is because, algorithm B and algorithm C need
to search the set of candidate paths. In addition, algorithm
C searches the paths between candidate BS nodes and can-
didate CN nodes, which cause more time consumption than
algorithm B. For the proposed algorithm, the search of paths
between BS domain and CN domain becomes the main factor
of execution time. However, for SA-based algorithm, it takes
too much time to get an optimal location for each node and
an optimal path for each link. Moreover, as the total number
of physical nodes increases, the execution time increments of
our deployment algorithm are less than the SA-based algo-
rithm. As a heuristic method, time to find the optimal solution
for SA-based algorithm increases exponentially when the
underlying infrastructure network scales up. Oppositely, there
is an approximately liner increase in the execution time of our
algorithm. Hence, our algorithm performs better in terms of
the execution time.

VI. CONCLUSION
The 5G network is envisioned to support a range of verticals
and use cases, which causes that network slicing draws a lot of
attention. In 5G network slicing, the deployment of different
type of slices is one of the most challenging tasks aimed at
enabling 5G architecture to accommodate diverse use cases.
In this paper, we introduce the metric of node importance
based on complex network theory. Based on topological
information, we present themathematical model of deploying
end-to-end slices. And the network slice request implementa-
tion algorithm was proposed, which includes three different
deployment algorithms for eMBB slices, mMTC slices and
uRLLC slices respectively. Extensive simulations was con-
ducted to validate the performance of our proposed algorithm
and analyze the average execution time. Results analysis of

simulations have shown that our proposed algorithm achieve
higher resource efficiency and acceptance ratio. Analysis of
execution time prove that E2E network slices can be deployed
rapidly with our proposed service-oriented deployment
policy.
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